
EC special in China red
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®

elite

“This was a huge desk, and I’m very pleased with

how the project went. What I like about dealing

with Clarke Rendall is that they do exactly as they

are asked. If ask for a quote - I get a quote, If I tell

them I’m in a hurry, I get it quickly”

Dealer Sales Manager

“Wow! what an impressive

reception desk”

CEO, West Kent College



EBP special in oak
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Like all evolutión
®

products, evolutión
®

elite was

also conceived with an eye on the possibilities of

customisation. Already highly impressive as a

standard product, the potential for evolutión
®

elite

to answer more complex and demanding briefs is

clear to see.

This may be a superb premium quality

reception desk solution suited for a host of

applications, but be in no doubt - it is also, always

a highly practical, functional and durable

solution to many a difficult and taxing list of

requirements.

EB special in maple EB special in white EB special in bubinga

“When I order a desk from Clarke

RendalI, I know it’s going to be good,

and the quality will be excellent”

Senior Designer

Nightingale Associates
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There are occasions

when no matter how

inventive the designer, only a

true bespoke solution will give

the results being demanded. On

such occasions the design team at

Clarke Rendall will call upon their

industry leading breadth of

experience and expertise to assist

you in creating the perfect bespoke reception

desk solution to ideally meet all your requirements.

We will seek to form with you a strong partnership and

nurture a free flow of information to ensure all obstacles are

overcome in the search for your perfect design. We work with

enthusiasm, integrity and genuine passion for bespoke business

furniture, but never with preconceptions. When it comes to Clarke

Rendall bespoke, every piece is original, and every piece is unique.
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“I wanted something bold and different

and Clarke Rendall were incredibly

helpful in making it happen. The end

results speak for themselves”

Project Designer
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“Clarke Rendall’s build quality ensured

a highly engineered ‘feel’ whilst

successfully embracing the BMW

penchant for design understatement”

Building Manager, BMW Group

“With BMW, I knew from

the word go that quality

would be absolutely

critical. I went to Clarke

Rendall because I knew

from experience - they

would deliver”

Senior Designer
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“At the end of the day, it’s not all about price.

It’s about me being confident that I can deliver

to my client the perfect furniture solution, and

know that the quality will be excellent. With

Clarke Rendall I have absolutely no issues”

Project Manager
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